
Growbotics Workshop, Day 3, 3rd April 2017
1) How 
challenging?

2) Right 
Speed?

3a) Did you 
learn more? 3b) If no, why? 4) What was the most interesting part?

5) How interesting 
overall? 6) Comments?

5 5 Yes Making robot 4 Making all the robots and testing them
8.5 5 Yes Engineering a forklift robot out of motor and lego 5 Best part: Engineering a functioning forklift on the ground robot. Worst part: Everything required estimation and it was very difficult to get everything functioning correctly
5 5 Yes Watching it pick up the pot 5 It was perfect, there is something for everyone.
5 5 Yes Building the robot, coding and testing the robot. Just don't have missed pizza 2 days in a row.5 Absolute fun! thank you for inviting me. It was educational and exciting.
5 5 Yes Building the final robot 4 Educational and enjoyable!
7 6 Yes Seeing our robots work 4 Favourite part: Seeing the robots work. Worst part: Difficult, long programs.
9 9 No We did not learn much today, just carried on work Applying the Java codes onto our robots. 5 Worst thing was when we grouped up because we were not assigned roles so it was tough to get organised. Best part was coding the robots.
5 5 Yes Doing it step by step, so that we saw how each function worked 4 The best part was learning how the code was applied to real world applications.
7 5 Yes Testing the robots themselves and seeing the code run in real life 4 Make the testing time slots longer and more organised. Also make sure the robot works.

10 5 Yes Honestly, learning how robots can impact jobs beneficially was good, ie. the first presentation.5 Its kind of impossible to do this given faulty equipment otherwise it was cool. But the trial and error bits were fun.
5 5 Yes Seeing how the program doesn't always work. 5
5 5 Yes <- Learned lots about how to apply code to desired functions of the robot, and just robotics in general.Understanding the way robots would work in horticulture, it was really interesting testing it out ourselves.5 More guidance on how to apply the API's to carry out the desired function.
5 5 Yes Making Sam 5 It was amazing
5 5 Yes Writing and testing code for the movement of the robot. 4 Best part: Where programming was done. Worst part: Trying to collaborate with the many individuals.

7.5 5 Yes Seeing theory broken down by practice. 5
2.5 4 Yes Working with robots and programming. 5

Average: Average: 5
6.0 5.3 4.6

0 = Too easy 0 = Too slow 1 = Boring
5 = Just right 5 = Just right 5 = Interesting
10 = Too Difficult 10 = Too Fast

Full questions asked:
1 How challenging did you find the material in today's workshop?
2 Do you feel that the material was presented to you at the right speed?
3 Do you feel that you have learned more about robotics as a result of today's workshop? If no, why?
4 What was the most interesting part of the workshop, in your opinion?
5 Overall did you find the workshop interesting?
6 Do you have any other comments about any aspect of today's workshop?


